TYPO3 Core - Bug #85911
Bug # 85912 (Closed): Button "Paste after this record" or "Paste into this column" is broken

Not working "Paste after this record" button
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Description
NOTICE: Parent issue has to be fixed before
In mode "languages" of the page module, the button "Paster after this record" is broken.
How to reproduce:
- Open a page with some content on it in the page module
- Choose "Languages" in the top selection
- Copy a content element
- Paste it somewhere between some content elements with the button "Paste after this record"
Result: The pasted content element will be at the top of all content elements in the specific column.
This needs also to be fixed in TYPO3 8.7
Associated revisions
Revision cbe8df53 - 2018-08-30 07:45 - Manuel Selbach
[BUGFIX] Fix paste button in page module with mode "languages"
A content element can once again be pasted directly at a specific
position with the help of the paste button when in the "languages" mode.
Releases: master, 8.7
Resolves: #85911
Change-Id: I08e48361b45c4cffaf83c4b7b92f70303ab8babf
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/57971
Reviewed-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>
Tested-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision ea18145b - 2018-08-30 08:07 - Manuel Selbach
[BUGFIX] Fix paste button in page module with mode "languages"
A content element can once again be pasted directly at a specific
position with the help of the paste button when in the "languages" mode.
Releases: master, 8.7
Resolves: #85911
Change-Id: I08e48361b45c4cffaf83c4b7b92f70303ab8babf
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/58076
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
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#1 - 2018-08-20 19:38 - Manuel Selbach
- TYPO3 Version changed from 8 to 9
#2 - 2018-08-20 19:42 - Manuel Selbach
- Description updated
- Parent task set to #85912
#3 - 2018-08-20 19:45 - Manuel Selbach
- Description updated
#4 - 2018-08-20 19:56 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from In Progress to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/57971
#5 - 2018-08-20 21:09 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/57971
#6 - 2018-08-30 07:45 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/58076
#7 - 2018-08-30 08:00 - Manuel Selbach
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset cbe8df53ddac2356a2f0f69dcc73763401085a05.
#8 - 2018-10-02 10:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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